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Daily weather variability recently included the official all-time 
state record low temperature, 16 Jan 2009

All-time record low



• Climatology/Paleoclimatology
• Historic climatology
• Terrestrial paleoecology
• Paleolimnology
• Prehistoric archaeology
• Glacial geology and glaciology 
• Atmospheric chemistry (incl. ice cores)
• Geochemistry
• Maine State Climatologist (GLJ)

– Maine Climate News Website

Climate Change Institute 
The University of Maine



Climate Change Institute
The University of Maine

Central question:
What is the natural variability of earth’s climate systems, and 
what are the underlying mechanisms?



“Little Ice Age”



Future changes are likely the opposite of what happened in the past 
1000 years --- southward expansion of spruce during the cool period.



20,000 years ago was the most recent glacial maximum

Maine under ice



Katahdin and other high areas
emerged from the ice 
ca. 15,000 years ago



Regular ice ages characterize the past 2.6 million years
(information derived from ocean sediments and other geologic deposits)

warm

cold

Present interglacial



Prof. Paul Mayewski of the University of Maine





385 ppm as of October 2009



Where will future changes take us?



Delayed response increases the difficulty of recovery
(after Lowe et al. 2009. Environmental Research Letters 4: 014012)
fig. used in Monastersky 2009. Nature 458:1091-1094.





Projections indicate that Maine is likely to 
be warmer and wetter in all seasons (except 
summer) and all regions of the state



Maine’s climate variability is equal to that of northern Europe





Maine’s steep climate gradient produces 
interesting patterns of range limits in plants .



Maps of changing plant distribution (after Jacobson et al. 1987)





Plant-hardiness zones have been shifting northward



Spring runoff has shifted to earlier in the year



Lakes have become ice-free earlier in the year



Maine’s forests will 
change dramatically

Present 2100 AD





Sea-level rise is likely to accelerate



Courtesy UM Prof. Gordon Hamilton



Antarctic Satellite View





Volume loss is approx. 122 km3/yr

or, 10% of observed sea level rise for 2001-2006

Stearns & Hamilton, 2007 (GRL)



Land ice contribution

Ocean thermal expansion contribution

Scaled-up ice discharge contribution

Emission scenario

Adapted and modified from Figure 10.33 (IPCC, 2007)

Sea level projections for the 21st century
???

New
Research

Courtesy Gordon Hamilton
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Bluff Erosion map, Maine Geological Survey, Black et al., 2002
http://maine.gov/doc/nrimc/mgs/pubs/online/bluffs/bluffs.htm



Eastern coastal Maine has a unique setting in the context of climate



Cold ocean waters influence coastal terrestrial ecosystems, keeping 
the eastern-coastal Gulf of Maine cooler than inland sites



Cool conditions (relatively) in eastern 
coastal Maine are likely to persist, even 

as inland areas become warmer (result 
of tidal mixing of deep, cold water)



Questions/Discussion?



Arctic sea-ice is decreasing in area and thickness





GISP2 Annual Layers



Annual Layers AD 1635-1660



Historical records reveal significant changes in 
growing season in mid-coast Maine





Pollen grains are abundant in lake sediments



Coring Sargent Mountain Pond, Acadia National Park, Maine
(24 March 07)
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Cool conditions in eastern coastal Maine
are likely to persist, even as inland
areas become warmer (result of tidal 
mixing of deep, cold water)



Summary of important and indisputable facts:

• Humans have been adding CO2 to the atmosphere in large 
quantities, primarily through combustion of fossil fuels and 
secondarily through deforestation

• These additions will almost certainly increase pre-industrial 
levels by 200% to 400% during this century 

• CO2 and other greenhouse gasses trap heat

• The result is highly likely to be a warmer earth during the 
next decades and centuries



Future changes are likely the opposite of what happened in the past 
1000 years --- southward expansion of spruce during a cool period.



“Little Ice Age”


